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Pharmacogenomics testing is a step towards advancing clinical trials, new product development and clinical practice. It permit drugs to be made tailor made for individual and studied as per generic makeup because some genes are responsible for drug effect. This will help to create personalized medicine with greater efficacy and safety by understanding genetic makeup of patients.

Our body has millions of genes. Testing of Drug-Gene is called as “Pharmacogenomics”. Effect of Gene is studied after administration of drug during clinical trial. Genetic information is used to study the individual response as drugs are available for all but doesn’t give similar response so it is difficult to know who will benefit or who will experience adverse drug reaction. Pharmacogenomics will help to make clinical decision based on genetics and accordingly dosage or different drug will be selected [1-7].

Pharmacogenomics allow early identification of signals of predictive information, it doesn’t improve efficacy but provide useful information to the developers that who are likely to be responder and thus overall improve the drug development speed in clinical trials (Figure 1).

Below is the Limitation of Pharmacogenomics Testing in Clinical Testing

- One single test can’t serve the purpose for all.
- Pharmacogenomic testing is not currently available for all medications as human share around 99.5% genomes and remaining 0.5% differ and responsible for our susceptibility to disease and drug response.
- It is expensive and time consuming to do such testing.
- It is difficult to extrapolate such testing in healthcare setting.

- Drug response is also affected by interacting genetic and environmental factors.
- Many times multiple genetic variants are responsible for the response.

Conclusion

- People respond differently to various medicines. With better understanding of disease help to develop efficient treatment. Pharmacogenomics testing will help in future to develop tailored made drugs, a form of personalized medicine having very less adverse drug reactions and help to identify drug that will best treat disease.
- It is advisable to include pharmacogenomics during early phase clinical trials which help to reduce overall development time and drug can be market earlier by doing clinical trial on less subjects.
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